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Remarkably concentrated and balanced in character, 
superb in quality
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THE DEFINING CHARACTER OF THE 2019 
BURGUNDIES IS THEIR EXTRAORDINARY 
CONCENTRATION AND BALANCE.
Made from very low yields (approximately half a crop for whites, and 70% 
of a normal crop for reds), their density and intensity of flavour are seldom 
seen. The vintage is superb in both colours. Geographically and hierarchically 
there is widespread success.

Although this was statistically a very warm year, the flavours are within the 
normal Burgundian register. Some mitigating factors, outlined later, attempt 
to explain this. 

The character of each terroir is preserved. Like all vintages of high maturity, 
the lesser vineyards which struggle to ripen in a cool year have done 
proportionately better, but not to the extent that the quality hierarchy is 
upset. I think there are some exceptional village wines this year. However, to 
be clear, these are very good but are not better than premiers crus. Some 
of the wines will be approachable young but will keep very well. However, I 
think these wines are worth keeping in order to develop their full potential.

The only character that shows this is a year of high maturity is the alcohol 
levels, which are a little higher than usual. They are commonly between 13.5 
and 14% and there are rare cases of wines at 14.5%. However, there is so 
much fruit concentration that one is virtually never aware of it.

I really like the 2019 vintage. These are dense and powerful wines, yet 
they have a certain tension. I think all Burgundy lovers, and especially those 
beginning their Burgundy journey, will enjoy them. Their concentrated 
flavours make them very approachable. Burgundy can make wines like this 
with controlled power, or more delicate wines in cooler years. The joy is to 
be found in the variety and uniqueness of each vintage. However, if you like 
very austere and delicate wines, these may not be for you.

White wines 
It is difficult to go wrong in 2019. The 
whites are mineral and appley, and 
occasionally they reach into the white 
peach register. Only a few wines show 
very ripe characters and virtually 
never are they in the exotic, honeyed 
spectrum. The perceived acidity is 
fresh due to the relatively low pHs for 
this level of maturity. Again, it’s the 
concentration which is exceptional. 
I think the Chablis grands crus are 
remarkably good this year. All the grands 
crus are situated together on a hillside 
particularly rich in Kimmeridgian clay, 
which retains water, beneficial in a warm 
year, and gives structure to the wines 
which supports the concentrated fruit.
Value for money: the Mâconnais, 
Chalonnais wines like Montagny and 
entry-level Chablis remain good value. In 
terms of growers, look to Prudhon and 
Jean-Marc Vincent.

Red wines
These are uniformly good too. The 
quality of tannins is remarkably good. 
They are soft and suave in character. The 
wines have a mix of red and black fruit 
with no jamminess or raisiny flavours. 

I think it’s a very good year for village 
wines, and especially those on clay 

soils. Village Nuits-Saint-Georges from 
Domaine de Bellene and Jean Chauvenet 
are exceptionally rich and dense 
with sweet tannins. Village Gevrey-
Chambertins from Maume, Tawse and 
Mortet are outstanding and new supplier 
Lécheneaut have a very successful line-
up of village wines. Cooler vineyards like 
Pernand-Vergelesses, or appellations 
with clay soils like Nuits and Pommard 
are also very successful.
Value for money: I think Marsannay, 
from both Sylvain Pataille and Château 
de Marsannay, offers great value for 
money, along with the lesser wines from 
Domaine de Bellene and Jadot, and the 
wines of Jean-Marc Vincent.

The weather
The key events were as follows. A frost 
on 5th April in the Côte de Beaune 
and a few hailstorms reduced the 
crop severely. Some poor weather at 
flowering further reduced the crop and 
caused millerandage (‘hens and chickens’) 
and coulure (shot berries). Apart from 
that, it is was generally an easy vintage 
for the growers with little disease. 
The small crop and warm weather 
produced the concentrated grapes which 
characterise the year.

A paradoxically 
well-balanced year: 
mitigating factors

Heat and drought
2019 was a year of variable 
temperatures, some heatwaves and 
some lows and some very dry spells. 
The timing of the heat was important as 
some of it did not directly translate into 
ripeness. Warm weather before véraison 
(grape colour change) has only a small 
effect on flavour ripeness. So the hot 
weather in February and March, before 
the vines had even flowered, advanced 
the cycle but did not directly affect the 
ripening of the grapes.

Heatwaves occurred in June and July 
where the temperature reached 40°C. 
But above about 30°C the vine goes 
into survival mode and shuts down. 
Because water is evaporating faster 
from its leaves than it can pump water 
from its reserves, it closes its leaf 
stomata to preserve its water and help 
it survive. Ripening stops. As long as it 
has enough leaves to protect its grapes 
from sunburn, and the hot spell is not so 
excessive that the vine loses its leaves, it 
opens up after the spell has passed and 
continues ripening normally.

Chanson, founded in 1750 is one of 
the oldest negociants in Beaune
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The year was also very dry, with 60% 
less precipitation than average over the 
summer. When this is severe the vine 
shuts down for hot weather. 

So, counterintuitively, a vine’s ripening 
capacity is reduced in very hot and dry 
conditions like 2019 because it shuts 
down. In less severe conditions with 
lower but more constant temperatures 
and humidity its ripening cycle 
continues unaffected.

Wind and millerandage
The relatively good acidity and smooth 
character of the tannins are noticeable 
in 2019. Many growers report it was 
a windy year in summer and autumn. 
Wind evaporates water from the grape 
berries and so concentrates the sugar 
and the acidity.

Tannin quality and structure are 
aided by millerandage, grapes that 
form but stay small. There was a lot 
of millerandage in 2019. These small 
berries have no or perhaps one pip, 
compared to three to five in a normal 

berry. Pips have bitter tannins, so when 
there are fewer, the tannin quality is 
better. Such berries also have higher 
levels of sugar and acidity, and due to 
their small size have a large ratio of skin 
to pulp, which increases colour.

Putting this report and 
our offer together 
Covid meant I had to cancel my trip to 
Burgundy three days before I was due 
to leave. I have managed to taste most 
of the wines as samples were sent to 
my home. Please note that:
• There has been less time to discuss 
the vintage with growers, so some 
notes are a little shorter than normal.
• These exceptional circumstances 
mean I have not been able to taste 
the wines from certain domaines. I am 
therefore very grateful to Jasper Morris 
MW (insideburgundy.com), Neal 
Martin (vinous.com) and UK agent 
Corney & Barrow whose notes I have 
relied on for some of these wines and 
used with their permission, and made 
clear where this is the case.

• The only domaines without tasting 
notes are Cathiard and Gagnard, as 
so few people have been able to taste 
these wines. However, in all cases the 
drinking dates for the wines are mine.

We also feature three suppliers online only 
where stocks are very limited: Cathiard, 
Roumier and Domaine Leflaive.
 

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy

Alcohol levels: we are including indicative alcohol 
levels for some of the wines in this offer. Please note 
however that these are intended as a guideline and may 
differ once the wine is in bottle.

Diam corks: we continue to be pleased with the 
performance of Diam corks. These are manufactured from 
cork using patented processes, and have solved the problem 
of cork taint and variable porosity. Many high-quality 
producers are using them in Burgundy, and we have noted 
in this offer which ones. I am also now giving longer drinking 
dates for white wines closed with Diam corks than natural 
corks. For more information, visit thewinesociety.com/diam

When your wine arrives in the UK
You’ll be given three options:
1. To take delivery straight away. Duty and VAT will be 

payable immediately. 
2. To store the wines in duty-paid Members’ Reserves. 

Again, duty and VAT will be payable immediately. 
3. To store the wines in our ‘in-bond’ Reserves area. With 

this option, duty and VAT will only be payable (at the 
prevailing rate) when the wines are finally withdrawn. 
For more details, please visit 
thewinesociety.com/inbondreserves

OR

Secure your share of 
in-demand wines that are 
still maturing in cellars in 
their country of origin. 

Sold ‘in-bond’ at  
first-release prices

The wines arrive in the 
UK after they’ve been 
bottled, a year or two 

after the vintage

...Utilise our Members’ 
Reserves facility for those 

without a cellar of  
their own (duty &  
VAT payable either 

immediately or upon  
delivery to you)

Each wine has a  
suggested drinking 
window; ultimately, 

however,  
deciding when 
to pull the cork 
is a matter of  
personal taste

Choose to take 
delivery of your wines 
once they are in the 

UK (duty &  
VAT payable) 
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Domaine Bonhomme, Viré
A remarkable domaine offering unusually firm wines for the Mâconnais, which benefit from keeping and represent excellent 
value for money. Aurélien Palthey has been at the helm for the last six years or so and is making some of the best wines ever 
produced here. Bottled with Diam corks.

Domaine Saint-Denis, Lugny
Lovely wine here as usual and we have managed to secure lower prices this year. Bottled with a synthetic cork.

Domaine de la Soufrandise, Fuissé
A splendid vintage here. They make a number of wines but we buy their best bottling, principally from the oldest vines mostly 
planted between 1928 and 1983. The 2019 is wonderfully round and rich. The vineyard is just six hectares but divided into 21 
parcels! Picking and fermenting each separately gives a great palette of different flavours, and the success of the wine most years 
is due to great skill in the assemblage of the different elements. Bottled with Diam corks.

Château des Rontets, Fuissé
Fabio Gazeau-Montrasi reports this was the coolest of the last four vintages. At the end of April, they lost 30% of crop to a 
hailstorm. Weather at flowering was cool, causing coulure (shot berries) and millerandage (unevenly sized berries). Grape clusters 
were long, with a few and small berries, and yield was 30hl/ha. They harvested between 11th and 19th September. Bottled with 
Diam corks.

MÂCONNAIS

REF Dozen

REF Dozen

REF Six

REF Six

BU77721
w

Viré-Clessé Cuvée Spéciale
Made from 50 to 75-year-old vines, this has a long and balanced palate and is concentrated and 
creamy, with no exotic excess. About 70% was barrel fermented and aged for 14 months on its 
lees, mostly in 400-litre barrels, before bottling. Drink from 2024 to 2031.

£100

BU77631
w

Mâcon-Chardonnay Terroirs Pluriels
Big, broad, yet fresh, saline and balanced. Unoaked. Drink from 2023 to 2026. 14%

£110

BU77711
w

Pouilly-Fuissé Vieilles Vignes
A spherical wine, opulent and bold, and an excellent example of a powerful Pouilly-Fuissé. 
Approximately 30% fermented in 228-litre pièces and 70% in tanks. Drink from 2023 to 2027. 14%

£68

BU77741
w

Pouilly-Fuissé Clos Varambon
Deep in colour and ripe in flavour yet firm and fresh. Varambon is made from 15 to 50-year-old 
vines, aged in foudres and pièces (different-sized oak barrels) and has a hint of richness to the 
palate. Drink from 2023 to 2026. 13.5-14% approx.

£100

BU77751
w

Pouilly-Fuissé Les Birbettes
Old vines resisted the heat and drought in 2019, meaning Rontets’ top wine is light yellow in 
colour, with fine flavour and firm texture. From a vineyard originally planted in the 1920s, with 
some replanting since. It is given about 20 months’ maturation in pièces. Drink from 2023 to 
2028. 13.5%.

£153
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Samuel Billaud, Chablis
An excellent range of wines with minerality intact. In my opinion, Samuel makes some of the best wines of Chablis. Some of the 
wines are unoaked, while oak is used for others; however, it is not new wood, and is used to develop the flavours of the wine 
with the greater amount of oxygen derived from maturation in barrel than tank. As a result, these wines are not marked by oak. 
All are bottled with Diam corks.

Domaine William Fèvre, Chablis
Fèvre started harvesting on 11th September and report golden coloured grapes picked at 12-13.5% potential alcohol with relatively 
good levels of acidity. All the wines are good and have maintained their Chablis character without any overripe flavours. But I think 
the grands crus, and also premier cru Vaulorent, are particularly successful. The grand cru slopes are particularly rich in Kimmeridgian 
clay soils, which retain moisture and provide a broad structure supporting the ripeness of the 2019 fruit in a very convincing way. 
Fèvre’s wines are either partly or wholly fermented in barrels that have an average age of five years. This opens up the wines 
without marking them with any wood flavour. These wines are all from Fèvre’s domaine vineyards. Bottled with Diam corks.

CHABLIS

REF Six

REF Six

BU76261
w

Chablis Les Grands Terroirs
Firm and taut with a concentrated palate and fresh finish. An excellent unoaked village Chablis. Drink 
from 2022 to 2026. Magnums (BU76264 @ £87 per three, drink from 2022 to 2029) available.

£140 
per dozen

BU76271
w

Chablis Premier Cru Vaillons Vieilles Vignes
With hints of yellow peach aromas, in atypical left-bank style, this tank-fermented wine comes 
from two parcels of vines, one 60 years old and one 80 years old (half owned, half bought in). 
Drink from 2022 to 2026.

£118

BU76281
w

Chablis Premier Cru Butteaux
Made from 60-year-old vines, this is a wine that starts fruity and fleshy, before grip and 
minerality take over to the finish. Butteaux is an enclave of the premier cru Montmains vineyard 
and makes firmer and drier wines than those from the surrounding vines. Fermented and 
matured in two 600hl demi-muids barrels, first used in 2010, but no oak flavour is apparent. 
Drink from 2022 to 2028.

£118

BU76301
w

Chablis Premier Cru Mont de Milieu
This right-bank wine faces due south and is one of the first vineyards to be picked to capture its 
freshness. It begins quite fleshy and fruity, but then it soon tastes drier and ones senses the grip and 
underlying structure from which it derives such excellent length of flavour. Fermented 80% in tank and 
20% in 450-litre barrels. One of the best Mont de Milieus I taste every year. Drink from 2023 to 2030.

£130

BU76291
w

Chablis Premier Cru Séchet Vieilles Vignes
Taut and mineral in 2019 and one of the stars of this cellar. It comes from 90-year-old vines 
planted on marl soils in this sub-section of the Vaillons vineyard, giving a wonderfully mineral 
flavour and firm palate more typical of the drier right-bank Chablis wines (e.g. Montée de 
Tonnerre, Mont de Milieu, Vaulorent and all the grands crus) than the wines on the left bank of 
the River Serein (like Vaillons and Montmains), which are usually a little fruitier and softer. Tank 
fermented. Drink from 2023 to 2030.

£138

BU76311
w

Chablis Premier Cru Montée de Tonnerre
Bright, fine and linear, this was made from two parcels aged 40 and 45 years old. 80% was 
fermented in tank, while the remaining 20% was fermented and matured in 450-litre barrels. 
Drink from 2023 to 2029.

£145

BU78371
w

Chablis
Lovely fresh-flavoured Chablis, 10% of which is barrel fermented. It’s a big step up from their 
négociant Chablis. Excellent quality for a village wine. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£85

BU78391
w

Chablis Premier Cru Montmains
A ripe and fruity Chablis with hints of peaches. 30% barrel fermented. Drink from 2024 to 2030.

£163

BU78381
w

Chablis Premier Cru Beauroy
A bright and lively Chablis, offering pretty, fresh fruit. Drink from 2024 to 2030.

£163

BU78401
w

Chablis Premier Cru Vaillons
Lovely fruity aromas of pears followed by a fresh and mineral finish. 30% barrel fermented. 
Drink from 2024 to 2029.

£165

BU78411
w

Chablis Premier Cru Montée de Tonnerre
Linear, firm and grippy, this is a baby brother to the grand cru Les Clos in style. Drink from 
2025 to 2030.

£230
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BU78421
w

Chablis Premier Cru Vaulorent
Close to grand cru quality. Big and broad but also fresh and mineral. The Kimmeridgian clay 
soils retained water and produced structured wines that support the weight of fruit. Drink from 
2026 to 2032.

£250

BU78431
w

Chablis Grand Cru Bougros
Big, broad, powerful and grippy, this has true grand cru structure, and is attractively priced for a 
wine of such quality. Drink from 2026 to 2032. 

£275

BU78441
w

Chablis Grand Cru Vaudésir
Vaudésir is a very warm site producing ripe grapes which are also very mineral. So it’s a 
surprising wine that starts off ripe and fleshy on the palate but then it firms and freshens up as a 
wave of minerality sweeps all before it to finish taut and firm. Drink from 2026 to 2032.

£185 
per three

BU78451
w

Chablis Grand Cru Preuses
Preuses is a great all rounder balancing density of structure with a lovely fruitiness. Proper grand 
cru structure and weight on the palate. Drink from 2026 to 2032.

£190 
per three

BU78461
w

Chablis Grand Cru Côte Bouguerots
A towering wine in 2019, this is a wall of minerality. It comes from a 2.2ha parcel from some 
of the steepest slopes in Chablis. So steep, in fact, that the plough has to be winched up the 
hillside! Drink from 2027 to 2036.

£195 
per three

BU78471
w

Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos
Superb, bright, linear and uncompromisingly mineral. If this grower’s Bouguerots is a 
broadsword, Les Clos is a rapier. 100% barrel fermented yet without a hint of oak to the 
flavour. Drink from 2027 to 2036.

£227 
per three

REF Six

Comte Armand, Domaine des Epeneaux, Pommard
Another superb effort from tiny yields of just 24 hl/ha in 2019 (33hl/ha in 2018), Picked around the 16th September at 
approximately 14% potential alcohol. Paul Zinetti’s gentle winemaking which, combined with global warming, has sweetened 
Pommard’s tannins. No longer is Pommard a rough bruiser. It is now a wine of great finesse.

Domaine Denis Bachelet, Gevrey-Chambertin
Overview and notes by Jasper Morris MW (insideburgundy.com)
Denis and Nicolas Bachelet were amongst those who chose to start picking on Friday 13th September. They were only able to 
bring in half a crop, and there were not enough grapes to make their Evocelles cuvée. Degrees however remained reasonable, 
between 12.5 and 13%. These are excellent wines, fully up to Bachelet standard.

CÔTE D’OR

REF Six

REF Six

BU77411
r

Pommard Premier Cru Clos des Epeneaux
A wine of great concentration of flavour with sweet tannins but with no excess ripeness or 
jamminess. This is a blend of the ‘young vines’ cuvée (from 35-year-old vines), one of 55-65 years 
old, another of 75 years old, then 85-92 years old and the press wine. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£625

BU77421
r

Côte de Nuits-Villages
13 barrels instead of 22. Really intense purple. The nose is very intense again on the red black 
cusp. There is huge energy to this, very linear, sweet powerful dark but fresh fruit and excellent 
length. Bravo. As good a Côte de Nuits-Villages as I can remember from Denis. Drink from 
2028 to 2035.

£205

BU77431
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes
Heady intense purple, marvellous intensity to the bouquet though today it is a little more 
reserved than the Côte de Nuits-Villages. We are back into classic intense Denis Bachelet 
territory. Very linear once again, the raspberry backed by darker fruit, a minor barrel inflection 
making the finish a little firmer. Drink from 2029 to 2037.

£340

BU77441
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Les Corbeaux Vieilles Vignes
A less intense purple here with considerable elegance to the bouquet. Middleweight plus of 
vibrant raspberry fruit, actually giving rather more at the back for once, indeed reaching out to 
an especially persistent finish. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£325 
per three
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Domaine Ghislaine Barthod, Chambolle-Musigny
I think this one of the best recent vintages here. One might fear that the weight of the vintage could dominate the pretty, floral 
character of Chambolle but no, the terroir remains intact. Since 2018, Ghislaine and Louis’s son Clément is now working closely 
with his parents and is increasingly involved in the viticulture and vinification.  Harvest started on the 10th of September, with 
alcohol levels between 13.5% and 13.8%

Domaine de Bellene, Beaune 
This was a very impressive domaine in 2019, and the wines are a big step up from 2018. Nicolas Potel started the harvest on 
19th September and made ripe wines, but I feel they are balanced. The reds have a fine quality of tannins and the whites are 
fresh and fine.

See below for Maison Roche de Bellene, which is his négociant company where he buys in mainly grapes but some wine too.

REF Three

REF Six

BU77961
r

Bourgogne Rouge
One of the best Bourgognes made by one of the top producers, vinified and matured for a year in 
barrel with the same care and attention as her top premiers crus. Pretty, perfumed wine. Indeed, 
the extra warmth has helped advantageously filling this out a little. Drink from 2025 to 2031.

£67

BU77981
r

Chambolle-Musigny
The vintage has increased the intensity of the aromas whilst maintaining the normal register of 
Chambolle. Drink from 2028 to 2033.

£142

BU77971
r

Chambolle-Musigny Premier Cru Combottes
A step up the hierarchy, this offers a little extra depth over Ghislaine’s village Chambolle. Drink 
from 2028 to 2033.

£212

BU77991
r

Chambolle-Musigny Premier Cru Aux Beaux Bruns
Beaux Bruns is situated mid slope with more and richer alluvial soil and so coped well with the 
vintage conditions. It has a little fleshier and rounder mid palate than the other Chambolles. 
Drink from 2028 to 2033.

£222

BU78001
r

Chambolle-Musigny Premier Cru Les Cras
The opposite in style to Beaux Bruns, from a rocky vineyard high up the slope with a large 
percentage of limestone from which the grapes of these 70-year-old vines produce a wine 
of unforced concentration. For the moment it’s drier and more linear and austere than its 
stablemates but with time it will develop a haunting perfume and sensual silky palate that will 
outrun them all. It just needs time. Drink from 2030 to 2042.

£237

BU76721
w

Saint-Romain
Made from 1.8ha of vines planted in 1963 at a high altitude of 376m, this Saint-Romain has a 
nice balance of freshness and ripeness with no excess maturity. Drink from 2022 to 2024.

£93

BU76751
r

Bourgogne ‘Maison Dieu’
Made from a 3ha plot near Pommard, planted in 1950, where the soil has quite a lot of clay. 
In a warm year it beneficially retains water and supplies it to the vine in dry conditions. Fresh 
and fruity (more red fruit than black), it maintains an attractive freshness. Aged a year in barrel. 
Drink from 2025 to 2028.

£60

BU76761
r

Côte de Nuits-Villages Vieilles Vignes
A high-quality bottling from three vineyards planted in 1942 just south of Nuits premier cru Clos 
de La Maréchale. Forget the rather generic-sounding appellation, this punches well above its weight, 
offering black yet fresh fruit with a lovely silky texture to the palate. Drink from 2026 to 2030.

£90

BU76801
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Vieilles Vignes
I think this is one of the best villages wines produced in 2019. Made from 2.3ha of vines planted 
in 1950 this has opulent black fruit supported by silky tannins. Nuits’ cold, water-retaining soils, 
which produce more structured wines, have been transformed by global warming. Water-
retaining soils are beneficial as the climate gets drier and Nuits’ hitherto rustic tannins now 
regularly ripen to a sensual sweetness. Drink from 2027 to 2031.

£150

BU76741
r

Volnay les Grands Poisots
Succulent wine with sweet fruit and tannins made from a 0.4ha vineyard planted in 1985. Drink 
from 2027 to 2031.

£153

BU76731
r

Savigny-lès-Beaune Premier Cru Hommage à Jean Ferté
A lovely blend of two small premiers crus, Haut Jarrons and Peuillets, with nice ripe black fruit 
and lovely soft texture on the palate. Drink from 2026 to 2030.

£155
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BU76771
r

Beaune Premier Cru Teurons
Made from a vineyard of 0.5ha planted in 1961, and one can feel the gorgeous velvety old-vine 
texture when tasting it. A lovely balance between ripeness and freshness. Drink from 2026 
to 2031.

£200

BU76781
r

Beaune Premier Cru Grèves
From a remarkable vineyard of just 0.2ha planted in 1904, this is a sumptuous wine with a 
caressing texture. Drink from 2026 to 2031.

£300

BU76791
r

Vosne-Romanée Quartier des Nuits
This is another superb village wine with a seductive maturity. Again, this shows the signature of 
the vintage: concentrated wines with beautiful velvety tannins and no excessively ripe flavours. 
Made from 0.3ha of vines planted in 1927. Drink from 2027 to 2031.

£300

BU76811
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Aux Chaignots
Opulent and voluptuous and balanced. A hedonistic wine from the north side of the appellation 
which shares its characteristics more with Vosne than Nuits. From a 0.14ha vineyard planted in 
1985. Drink from 2029 to 2035.

£345

BU76821
r

Vosne-Romanée Premier Cru Les Suchots
A sensual wine, yet tempered with Suchots’ tell-tale freshness – a great combination. From a 
0.2ha vineyard planted in 1937. Drink from 2030 to 2036.

£555

REF Six

Maison Roche de Bellene, Beaune
This is Nicolas Potel’s négociant business, where wines are made from bought-in grapes, must or wine, often from the same 
sources each year. Nicolas buys cleverly and runs a tight ship, so the wines are well priced and of excellent quality. All bottled 
with Diam corks.

Domaine Henri Boillot, Volnay
Perhaps the best cellar for whites in 2019. Son Guillaume is gradually taking over from father Henri. Guillaume has been making 
the reds for a number of years and is now taking over the whites. Low yields in the vineyard and attention to detail results in 
superb wines. A move a couple of years ago to a vertical press has further improved quality in the whites. These are fermented 
in 350-litre barrels (the traditional pièce is 228 litres) to reduce oxygen uptake and oakiness. The red wines are fermented and 
then matured in pièces, which Guillaume thinks makes for better integration of oak and wine.

REF Six

REF Six

BU76831
w

Montagny
This is a delicious, well-priced white Burgundy offering excellent value for money. Made from 
vineyards on sloping hillsides, it was bought as grapes and fermented in tank. It is fresh and 
floral, belying the warmth of the year. Drink from 2022 to 2025.

£58

BU76851
w

Meursault Narvaux
High on the slope, this vineyard produces grapes with a welcome freshness and lift to 
counterbalance the ripeness of the fruit. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£190

BU76841
w

Meursault Chevalières
Outstanding. From a superb vineyard situated in the middle of the slope, as the premiers crus 
are, but just as the slope turns a little to the east. This slightly cooler exposition, compared 
to south-east, now brings benefit and has produced a ripe, concentrated wine with a seam of 
balancing freshness. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£190

BU76861
w

Meursault Premier Cru Les Charmes
Ample, rich Meursault yet not top heavy. A delight. Drink from 2023 to 2028.

£325

BU76871
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Folatières
Folatières is quintessential Puligny. Ideally positioned mid slope, it combines a floral scent with a 
crisp appley freshness, and the palate is long and linear. Drink from 2023 to 2028.

£335

BU76581
w

Puligny-Montrachet 
This has wonderful density of fruit without being heavy or overripe. Excellent. Drink from 2023 
to 2027.

£245

BU76601
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Clos de la Mouchère
This has grand cru weight and density. Concentrated yet fine with remarkable depth of flavour. 
Drink from 2025 to 2028.

£625
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Domaine Alain Burguet, Gevrey-Chambertin
Alain’s sons Jean-Luc and Eric Burguet have been making the wine for a number of years. All three names appeared on the label 
last year, so I leave the domaine in Alain’s name for the moment. They like ripe wines and are used to handling this style. They 
harvested from 15th September waiting for ripe skins and pips. All grapes are destemmed. The wine is well balanced taste wise 
and indeed analytically (14.05%, pH 3.46, total acidity 3.56 g/l as sulphuric). Big and balanced is their style: if you like opulent 
wines, this is for you.

Chanson 
The 2019s are excellent. Winemaker Jean-Pierre Confuron uses 100% whole-bunch fermentation for the domaine reds, which 
mitigates the ripeness and contributes a pure, fresh and intensely aromatic character, and they harvest quite late in order to get 
ripe stems.
Founded in 1750, this is one of the great historic producers of Burgundy. Jean-Pierre has made these wines from 45 hectares 
of domaine vineyards and bought-in grapes. Many of the wines are made and matured in the 15th-century defence tower, the 
Bastion, where some of the walls are eight metres thick! Harvest began on 3rd September.

REF Six

REF Six

BU77451
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Mes Favorites
Rich, powerful and seductive Gevrey made from approximately 30 small parcels of vines 
of 70–100 years of age situated in seven different lieux-dits (named vineyards). 20 months’ 
maturation in barrels softens the tannins until they are sweet and round. Drink from 2029 to 
2038. Magnums (BU77454 @ £117 per three, drink date 2030 to 2040) available.

£213

BU77501
r

Bourgogne Rouge
Quite light and fresh for the vintage but well balanced. Chanson produce a very good Bourgogne. 
They vinify just 10% themselves but carefully buy in the rest. Drink from 2024 to 2027.

£49

BU77511
r

Côte de Nuits-Villages
With lovely black fruit, true Nuits density of flavour, silky tannins and a fresh finish, this is a little 
star and offers excellent value for money. Made principally from bought-in grapes from the 
well situated and unusually named Queue de Hareng (herring tail) vineyard in Brochon, which 
borders the excellent Gevrey vineyard Evocelles. Drink from 2025 to 2030.

£85

BU77521
r

Pernand-Vergelesses Premier Cru Les Vergelesses
Superb wine from Chanson’s own 5ha vineyard, which is at the bottom of the cru where there 
is more clay soil. This soil type which is cool and retains water performed exceptionally well 
in 2019. Typical of the vintage, this is black fruited and concentrated yet has real freshness and 
energy. Drink from 2027 to 2032.

£120

BU76591
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Les Pucelles
It’s rare to see such concentrated flavour in white wines, while keeping the freshness and 
minerality intact. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£625

BU76571
r

Volnay Premier Cru Chevrets
Fine and perfumed yet concentrated and dense. It’s very unusual to see such characteristics in 
the same year. They are usually diametrically opposed. Drink from 2027 to 2034.

£187 
per three

BU76561
r

Volnay Premier Cru Les Caillerets
Les Caillerets is slightly sweeter and richer than Boillot’s Chevrets. For those who like richness, 
this will be up your street. Drink from 2028 to 2036.

£440

REF Six

Henri and Guillaume Boillot: possibly the best cellar for whites in 2019
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BU77541
r

Beaune Premier Cru Clos du Marconnets
Made from Chanson’s own vineyard of 3.8ha, this lesser-known cru is a star in Chanson’s hands. 
Lovely sappy fruit, good grip and beautifully balancing ripeness and freshness. Drink from 2028 
to 2036.

£130

BU77551
r

Beaune Premier Cru Grèves
A very appealing, rich and fruity wine. From Chanson’s own vineyard of 2ha, situated quite high 
on the hill, this is sweet and succulent. Drink from 2026 to 2031.

£145

REF Six

Domaine Jean Chauvenet, Nuits-Saint-Georges
I think the village Nuits here is one of the best village wines of the vintage, along with Domaine de Bellene’s Nuits and Mortet’s 
Gevrey. Global warming has sweetened Nuits’ hitherto rustic tannins. Christophe Drag notes flowering was disrupted by high 
temperatures which resulted in much coulure (failure of berries to develop) so reducing the crop. He chose to harvest 28th 
September. Before this he felt the grape tannins were not ripe. Yields were 45hl/ha for the village and 30hl/ha for the premiers 
crus. Alcohols are between 13.5% and 14.5%.

Domaine Robert Chevillon, Nuits-Saint-Georges
Overview and notes by Neal Martin (vinous.com)
“We started the picking on 17th September with the Les Perrière and Roncières and finished on 25th September,” Denis 
Chevillon told me. “We had only around half the crop because of the lack of juice caused by the frost, poor flowering and the 
heat during the summer. Everything is de-stemmed and the premier crus aged in 30% new oak. The wines will be bottled 
next March.”

Everything is pretty straightforward at Chevillon and the result is consistently gorgeous, fruit-driven, complex wines that 
stylistically remind me of Grivot in Vosne-Romanée. As usual, the Les Saint-Georges and Les Vaucrains both excelled and had 
their noses further ahead than other premier crus. The only question mark hung over the Les Roncières that displayed suspect 
over-ripeness and might have benefitted from picking one or two days earlier. That aside, it is full steam ahead for Chevillon.

REF Six

REF Six

BU77171
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges
A superb wine in an opulent and sumptuous style. This is very rich for the village quality level, 
creamy in texture, yet finishing with a lovely freshness. Drink from 2026 to 2030.

£130

BU77181
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Perrières
Rich, soft and round. The vintage for once dominates the terroir, but the power and richness 
are intriguing. Drink from 2025 to 2030.

£255

BU77191
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Damodes
A wonderful wine showing aromas and flavours of cherries and plums, yet the palate has a 
lovely bright and fresh feel to it. Drink from 2029 to 2035.

£255

BU77201
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Vaucrains
Christophe’s top wine is deeply coloured and flavoured with a damson character and the 
structure for cellaring. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£295

BU77651
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Vieilles Vignes
The 2019 Nuits-Saint-Georges Village showed just a little reduction on the nose, but it opens 
nicely in the glass to offer black cherry and raspberry fruit, the 10% new oak binding the aromas 
together. The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grained tannins, slightly chalky on the entry 
and displaying lovely blood orange notes and allspice toward the finish. Drink from 2025 
to 2029.

£215

BU77691
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Cailles
The 2019 Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Cailles 1er Cru has a beautifully defined bouquet of dark 
cherries, violet petals and crushed stone; the oak is seamlessly integrated in this cuvée. The 
palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, taut and fresh, leading to a slightly savoury finish. 
Complex and energetic, this is one of the standouts from Chevillon this vintage. Drink from 
2028 to 2035.

£207 
per three

BU77701
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Vaucrains
The 2019 Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Vaucrains 1er Cru, which was the final premier cru poured 
by Chevillon, has a very harmonious, elegant bouquet of pure morello cherry mixed with 
blueberry and crushed limestone aromas. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, 
demonstrating a little more linearity than the Les Saint-Georges, though there is a tad more oak 
to be subsumed on the finish at the moment. Drink from 2028 to 2038.

£207 
per three
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REF Six

Domaine Fabien Coche, Meursault
Alain’s son Fabien has been in charge here for a number of years, so he is changing the name from Coche-Bizouard (his mother’s 
maiden name is Bizouard) to Fabien Coche. He is starting to put his stamp on the domaine and is beginning conversion of the 
vineyard to organic farming, which takes three years. He reports yields down 20% below 2018 levels. He started harvesting relatively 
early on 4th September. It’s an excellent range in 2019 with lovely freshness and no over ripeness. Bottled with Diam corks.

REF Six

BU77301
w

Bourgogne Chardonnay
This has the tell-tale ripe yet fresh balance of the vintage with good concentration of fruit for a 
Bourgogne. This was matured in 600-litre barrels and a large foudre to minimise the impact of 
oak on the wine and to capture the fresh fruit character. Drink from 2024 to 2027.

£145 
per dozen

BU77251
w

Auxey-Duresses
Auxey-Duresses lies in a valley cooled by night-time air which flows down from Saint-Romain 
and so has been a success in the warm 2019. Plenty of energy and zip without being lean. 
Matured in 228-litre pièces, of which 30% were new. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£120

BU77261
w

Meursault
Rich and round Meursault, underpinned with good grip and freshness. Ideally balanced. Drink 
from 2025 to 2030.

£160

BU77271
w

Meursault Ormeau
This vineyard situated low down the slope, near the Château de Meursault, has a warm, well-
drained gravelly soil. Therefore, it makes a lovely plump and buttery wine with good Meursault 
typicity. Drink from 2025 to 2030.

£170

BU77281
w

Meursault Premier Cru Charmes
Rather closed when tasted but I am sure this is just a phase. Made from 80-year-old vines, this 
regularly combines richness and grip in equal measure. Drink from 2026 to 2031.

£270

BU77291
w

Meursault Premier Cru Gouttes d’Or
Premiers crus are situated mid slope and their poorer soils give more concentrated grapes and 
wine. Big, bold and muscular wine with power but no flab. Drink from 2026 to 2031.

£280

BU77241
r

Meursault Rouge
Coche’s red Meursault is improving all the time. It used to be very light but has lovely bright 
red-cherry fruit in 2019. A step up from the previous vintage. Drink from 2024 to 2027.

£115

BU77661
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Perrières
The 2019 Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Perrières 1er Cru has a very intense and almost exotic 
bouquet of raspberry confit, fig and marmalade scents. The palate is medium-bodied with 
grippy tannins and a fine bead of acidity. Slightly savoury in quality, it delivers a gamy finish; it will 
be intriguing to see whether this remains after bottling. Drink from 2028 to 2033.

£323

BU77681
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Roncières
The 2019 Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Roncières 1er Cru showed much more ripeness than the Les 
Bousselots and indicated some over-maturity, displaying prune-like scents and fig shrouding the 
red fruit. The palate is very concentrated and candied, offering pastille-like red fruit tinged with 
fig and raisin. This is one cuvée from the domaine that suggests an earlier picking would have 
been better. Drink from 2026 to 2029.

£323

BU77671
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Pruliers
The 2019 Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Pruliers Premier Cru has more freshness and delineation on 
the nose compared to the Les Perrières, and a little more focus, offering mineral-rich red berry 
fruit. The palate is very well balanced with nicely integrated oak. The terroir expression is more 
articulated here compared to some of Chevillon’s other premier crus and there is plenty of 
tension on the sorbet-fresh finish. Excellent. Drink from 2027 to 2032.

£323

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze, Gevrey-Chambertin
The younger generation, Caroline and Nicolas, are continuing to drive quality upwards at this domaine. They report yields of 
grands crus down between 10% and 50% and the village wines down around 25%. The use of new oak has been reduced (the 
premiers crus now get 50% and grands crus have been reduced from 100% to 70%).

REF Three

BU76621
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Lavaux Saint-Jacques
This vineyard is situated in the cool Combe de Lavaux A cool spot in a warm year gives a lovely 
balance. This has fine, firm fruit and a refreshing finish. Drink from 2026 to 2032.

£150
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Jean-Philippe Fichet, Meursault
Excellent wines here from this perfectionist grower, in a style that is both ripe and yet fresh.

Domaine Jean-Noël Gagnard, Chassagne-Montrachet
Unfortunately, neither I, Jasper Morris nor Neal Martin had tasted these wines at the time of going to press. As such, I offer 
estimated drinking dates but no tasting notes.

REF Six

REF Six

BU77801
w

Bourgogne Blanc
Ripe and full tasting for a Bourgogne, this is a well-balanced 2019, fermented in 500 and 
600-litre barrels. Drink from 2022 to 2024.

£70

BU77811
w

Bourgogne Blanc Vieilles Vignes
This has a lovely balance or richness and freshness. The old vines with deep roots have resisted 
the vintage warmth well. Drink from 2023 to 2025.

£95

BU77821
w

Meursault
Big and powerful, yet the ripeness is underpinned with excellent grip derived from the well-
thought-out assemblage. Two-thirds of the fruit is sourced from hillside vineyards for freshness 
and concentration (Les Cloux and Narvaux) while the other third comes from lower-lying 
vineyards for richness and breadth (Limosin, Crotots and Criots). Drink from 2023 to 2026.

£185

BU77831
w

Meursault Meix Sous Le Château
A delicious contrast to the straight Meursault above, this comes from a 60-year-old vineyard 
with high levels of clay in the soil, resulting in a more opulent, broad-flavoured style. A very 
successful example of the big, old school style. Drink from 2023 to 2026.

£198

BU77841
w

Meursault Les Chevalières
This is a wonderful vineyard and often produces the best wine of the cellar, as is the case this 
year. This hillside vineyard has a stony soil, high in limestone, giving a quite taut and tense young 
wine, but one that broadens and deepens over time. Concentrated, firm structured wine with a 
seam of lemony freshness running through it. Drink from 2023 to 2026.

£250

BU77761
w

Chassagne-Montrachet Champ Derrière
Drink from 2022 to 2024.

£190

BU77771
w

Chassagne-Montrachet Premier Cru Les Chaumes
Drink from 2023 to 2025.

£300

BU77781
w

Chassagne-Montrachet Premier Cru Clos de la Maltroie
Drink from 2023 to 2025.

£310

BU77791
w

Chassagne-Montrachet Premier Cru Les Caillerets
Drink from 2024 to 2026.

£550

BU76611
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Dix Climats
Drouhin-Laroze’s village Gevrey has now been christened ‘Dix Climats’ as it comes from 10 
parcels of vines. A very good example of a successful village wine, this is rich, creamy and ripe 
with sweet tannins. Drink from 2027 to 2034.

£185 
per six

BU76631
r

Latricières-Chambertin Grand Cru
Elegant Burgundy from a vineyard cooled by air currents from the Combe de Grisard. Another 
coolish vineyard where the heat was moderated, giving a graceful, sophisticated wine with silky 
tannins. Drink from 2030 to 2038.

£262

BU76641
r

Bonnes Mares Grand Cru
Big, powerful yet balanced Bonnes Mares. This is from that part of the vineyard with red clay 
which gives quite a structured wine in cooler years; but in a warm one, the tannins achieve an 
unusual ripeness which transforms its normally chunky character to a rounder, richer style in a 
positive way. Drink from 2030 to 2042. 

£350

BU76651
r

Chambertin Clos-de-Bèze Grand Cru
Opulent, sweetly flavoured and very, very ripe at present. Time will tell if it will rearrange itself. 
Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£775 
per six

REF Three
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Domaine Jean Grivot, Vosne-Romanée
I think this is one of the cellars of the vintage. Etienne Grivot is working with his daughter Mathilde and son Hubert and reckons 
2019 is the best vintage he has made. He waited until the 18th September to begin harvesting in order to attain ripe tannins that 
were easily extractable. The wines are matured for 15 months in barrel, are only filtered if necessary and are not fined.

REF Six

BU77851
r

Bourgogne Rouge
Deep in colour and with a lot of flavour for a Bourgogne, this is concentrated yet fresh. Drink 
from 2025 to 2030.

£165

BU77861
r

Vosne-Romanée
With pretty red-fruit aromas and a fresh and lively palate, this has a lovely energy and balance. 
Drink from 2027 to 2035.

£330

BU77871
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Pruliers
Round, rich and plummy this is powerful and opulent and well supported by Nuits’ ripe tannins. 
Drink from 2028 to 2038.

£588

BU77881
r

Vosne-Romanée Premier Cru Les Brûlées
This is generously fruity (more red fruit than black) but counterbalanced with a lively freshness. 
Drink from 2029 to 2040.

£450 
per three

BU77901
r

Vosne-Romanée Premier Cru Les Suchots
Opulent yet balanced by a seam of freshness, this is a wine that magnifies the virtues of the 
vintage. Sensational. Drink from 2029 to 2040.

£500 
per three

BU77891
r

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru
The nose is currently very closed and the palate showing rich, deep and concentrated flavours 
but without aggressivity. The quality of the abundant but ripe tannins is impressive. Drink from 
2032 to 2042.

£550 
per three

Louis Jadot, Beaune 
A very good range of wines in both colours. Frédéric Barnier started on the 11th September, with low yields (35hl/ha for reds 
and whites), lots of millerandage (berries which form but stay small) and ripe grapes, mostly between 13.5-14% with good levels 
of acidity. The tannins in the red wines are soft and suave. Diam corks are used for all of the white wines here.
A note on the names of these wines (which come from different legal ownership but are given the same care and attention): 
those ending ‘(Domaine Jadot)’ come from Louis Jadot’s own domaine, ‘(Héritiers)’ from Les Héritiers de Louis Jadot and 
‘(Domaine Gagey)’ from domaine Henri Gagey. They have a long-term lease with the Duc de Magenta – ‘(Magenta)’ – for a 
number of vineyards. Those without such a name come from bought-in grapes or wine, but don’t assume these are inferior.

REF Six

BU76511
w

Pernand-Vergelesses Clos de la Croix de Pierre (Domaine Jadot)
Impressive Pernand with hints of white peach on the nose, followed by a firm, fresh, 
concentrated palate with excellent freshness. A star. Drink from 2023 to 2026.

£125

BU76531
w

Meursault Narvaux
One of a number of successful high-altitude Narvaux wines. It’s just a bit cooler at the top of 
the slope and results in ripe yet fresh wines which are attractively counterbalanced. Drink from 
2023 to 2026.

£215

BU76521
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Clos de la Garenne (Magenta)
This muscular Puligny comes from old, low-yielding vines between 60-100 years of age situated 
just above Clos de la Mouchère and adjacent to Folatières. It’s the structure which supports the 
ripe fruit and keeps the palate firm. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£335

BU76541
w

Meursault Premier Cru Genevrières (Domaine Jadot)
A lovely buttery Meursault, yet its ample fruit is well constrained by a contrasting seam of 
lemony freshness. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£345

BU76551
w

Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru (Héritiers)
Taut, firm and grippy wine with a long life ahead of it. Made from the south-facing Pougets 
vineyard near Aloxe-Corton. Drink from 2027 to 2036.

£425 
per three

BU76431
r

Côte de Nuits Villages Le Vaucrain (Domaine Jadot)
Rich, sweet and succulent, this overdelivers on quality considering its price. Drink from 2026 to 
2034.

£105

BU76441 
r

Marsannay Clos du Roy (Domaine Gagey)
Clos du Roy has greater tannic structure than most Marsannays and it beautifully underpins the 
ripe fruit, offering a well-balanced wine. Drink from 2026 to 2034.

£105
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Domaine Lécheneaut, Nuits-Saint-Georges 
I have been very impressed by well-priced bottles of Lécheneaut village wines consumed in restaurants in Burgundy over the 
past three or four years. Hence, I have been stalking Lécheneaut for a couple of years and am delighted to have been granted an 
allocation and to offer their wines here for the first time.
Two brothers, Vincent and Philippe Lécheneaut, run the domaine, formed mainly in the 1980s and 1990s. They now possess 
about 12has of mostly village wines, principally in the Côte de Nuits. They harvested yields of 30-35hl/ha between 6th-15th 
September, using about 30% whole-bunch fermentation for the top wines. 80% of their barrels are from François Frères.
These are not flashy but are honest, well-made, delicious wines, true to their terroir. We have smallish quantities of each wine.

REF Six

BU76881
r

Bourgogne Rouge
Bourgogne is one of the most difficult wines to get right, and one can often judge a producer 
by the quality of their most modest wine. This comes from vines near Nuit-Saint-Georges. It’s a 
delicious, soft and ripe pinot noir with a high level of maturity and concentration for an entry-
level wine. Matured a year in barrel. Unfortunately, it is made in small quantities. Drink from 
2023 to 2027.

£75

BU76891
r

Chorey-Lès-Beaune 
Made from just half a crop in 2019, this is a pretty, sweet-flavoured pinot noir. Lovely. Drink 
from 2026 to 2031.

£125

BU76451
r

Pernand-Vergelesses Clos de la Croix de Pierre (Domaine Jadot)
Pernand is a cool site and offers a welcome freshness to temper the fruit ripeness. There is 
more red than black fruit here and a certain freshness and brightness to uplift the palate. Drink 
from 2026 to 2034.

£120

BU76461
r

Beaune Premier Crus Cras (Domaine Gagey)
Made from a 50-year-old vineyard that produces small berries, so there is a deep colour and 
good structure to support the opulence of the fruit. Drink from 2027 to 2036.

£210

BU76471
r

Volnay Premier Cru Clos de la Barre
This has held its graceful Volnay shape: a linear, silky-textured wine with red-fruit freshness. 
Drink from 2026 to 2035.

£265

BU76481
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Estournelles Saint-Jacques (Jadot) 
The cool Combe de Lavaux offsets the heat of the warm vintage producing unusually fresh 
wines for the vintage. Drink from 2029 to 2037.

£195 
per three

BU76491
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Clos Saint-Jacques (Jadot)
Perfectly situated in this cool valley, Clos Saint-Jacques is the king of this Combe, and a 
candidate for elevation to grand cru. Innately graceful, it has kept its sense of place in a warm 
year and offers impressive length of flavour. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£350 
per three

BU76501
r

Chapelle-Chambertin Grand Cru (Jadot)
Wonderfully sensual and hedonistic, with a luxurious old-vine palate of true grand cru 
dimensions. This is made from vines planted in 1920 and 1921, which produce beautifully ripe, 
tiny berries. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£475 
per three

REF Six

Vincent and Philippe Lécheneaut: 
honest, well-made wines
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REF Six

BU76901
r

Marsannay ‘Les Sampagny’
Marsannay offers excellent value for money and has richer and more refined tannins than one 
finds in the Côte de Beaune. This balances ripeness and freshness on the palate. Drink from 
2024 to 2030.

£128

BU76931
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges
This is a well put-together wine, comprising half from north of the village for fruit, and half from 
the south of the village for structure. It has sweet tannins and an attractive freshness. Drink 
from 2028 to 2033.

£155

BU76911
r

Morey-Saint-Denis
A pretty, perfumed, red-fruited pinot with a round palate and suave tannins. Morey had more 
rainfall than most villages, which allowed the ripening to progress steadily. Drink from 2027 to 
2032.

£170

BU76941
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges ‘Au Chouillet’
Impressive intensity and concentration of black fruit. ‘Au Chouillet’ is situated north of the 
village, where the tannins are sweeter, and marks a step up in quality. Drink from 2028 to 2034.

£170

BU76921
r

Gevrey-Chambertin 
Gevrey for me is a village that produces one of the most complete wines. It’s ripe and round, 
has good structure, but without dryness, and offers excellent balance. This is a very good 
example. Drink from 2027 to 2033.

£185

BU76971
r

Vosne-Romanée
A wine that has the sensuous, caressing velvety texture that is the hallmark of Vosne. Drink 
from 2028 to 2032.

£200

BU76981
r

Chambolle-Musigny
Bright, fresh, lively Chambolle with a fresh and graceful palate. Drink from 2027 to 2032.

£200

BU76951
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Damodes
High on the slope and situated north of Nuits towards the border with Vosne, Damodes has 
more Vosne character than Nuits. The high altitude gives this a racy feel. There is a lovely 
sweetness of fruit backed with an attractive acidity, yet this is no lightweight and it will need 
time to mature. Drink from 2030 to 2037.

£300

BU76961
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Pruliers
Situated south of Nuits, Pruliers is a firm wine with dense structure. This is quite closed now 
but with time will soften and release its aromas. Drink from 2030 to 2037.

£300

Nuits made excellent wines in 2019
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Château de Marsannay, Marsannay
Marsannay offers excellent value for money and this is a very good range of 2019s. This is an up-and-coming domaine, owned by 
the same proprietor as Château de Meursault. Gifted winemaker Sylvain Pabion is making some impressive wines here.

Domaine Bertrand Maume, Gevrey-Chambertin
Overview and notes by Neal Martin (vinous.com)
Bertrand has had more than his fair share of demons. Despite life’s battle scars when we met, I could not help recall some of 
the amazing bottles he helped create, as well as observing the bond between father and son. Tasting their 2019s that were 
picked from 14th September from barrel, it was patently clear that Maume never lost the knack of producing what you might 
call “fermented wonderment”. I tasted few Village Crus as spellbinding as their 2019 Gevrey-Chambertin En Pallud or a generic 
red as fine as their 2019 Bourgogne Rouge from the lieu-dit of Les Vignes Blanches, grown on white limestone soils as its 
name implies. Maume retained a cult following, especially here in the UK, evidenced by the pallets ready to be picked by their 
transporter. Tasting these 2018s and 2019s I can understand why they continue to have a loyal following.

REF Six

REF Six

BU77311
r

Bourgogne Rouge
With bright, fresh fruit and lovely energy, this is an excellent Bourgogne from a 2ha vineyard. 
Drink from 2025 to 2028.

£90

BU77321
r

Marsannay Rouge
An ideal combination of freshness and ripeness with lovely red and black-fruit aromas and 
flavours. Drink from 2026 to 2030.

£95

BU77331
r

Marsannay Favières
From a well-exposed vineyard, this offers ripe black fruit and demonstrates the depth and 
concentration of the vintage. Drink from 2026 to 2030.

£130

BU77341
r

Marsannay Longeroies
Longeroies is one of the top vineyards of Marsannay. This is soft, rich and sensual showing the 
hedonistic aspect of the vintage. Drink from 2027 to 2032.

£140

BU77071
r

Bourgogne Rouge
The 2019 Bourgogne Rouge comes from 0.13 hectares on limestone soils in the Les Vignes 
Blanches lieu-dit, essentially an extension of the Combe de Lavaux. This has a lovely pure wild 
strawberry bouquet. The palate is rounded on the entry, pure and plump, with an elegant finish 
that is delightful. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£93

BU77081
r

Gevrey-Chambertin
The 2019 Gevrey-Chambertin Village is a blend of three parcels. It has a slightly confit-like 
bouquet of kirsch, cassis and light violet aromas. The palate is well balanced with succulent red 
and strawberry fruit, gentle grip and an energetic finish that is full of tension. Excellent. Drink 
from 2027 to 2032.

£200

BU77091
r

Gevrey-Chambertin En Pallud
The 2019 Gevrey-Chambertin En Pallud is the largest cru of the domaine, from 0.64 hectares of 
vine located just below Mazis-Chambertin. It is raised in used barrels apart from one (I tasted 
from new François Frères and used). The precise bouquet presents red cherries, raspberry, 
crushed stone and wilted rose petals, beautifully focused. The palate is very finessed with silky 
tannins and pure red fruit. As pinoté as Pinot Noir can be. I absolutely love this. Drink from 
2028 to 2033.

£238

The pretty village of Meursault
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Château de Meursault, Meursault
Excellent quality here as usual, with tiny yields of just 22 hl/ha. We have been buying these wines since the 2012 vintage. New 
owners and management have transformed quality by setting high standards and investing in cellar equipment. All wines are 
bottled with Diam closures.

Domaine de Montille, Volnay
Overview and notes by Neal Martin (vinous.com)
Such is the range of de Montille’s portfolio both in terms of location and status that there will be some vineyards that perform 
better than others, not least in an atypically dry season. (Winemaker Brian) Sieve’s point about the impact of the previous growing 
season on 2019 is a salient one, much like the heavy downpours that accompanied my trip in October 2020 will benefit the vines 
next year, should another dry summer prevail. In comparing Maison and Domaine, it is useful to study the entry-level Bourgogne 
Rouge, the former de-stemmed and the latter containing 30% whole bunches and showing more complexity. Whereas the Maison 
de Montille wines might have wider appeal, the Domaine de Montille wines quite rightfully remain faithful to the style of winemaking 
espoused by the late Hubert de Montille. There are some real premier cru gems to look out for such as the Beaune Les Perrières, 
Volnay Taillepieds, Pommard Les Rugiens and a wonderful Nuits-Saint-Georges Aux Thorey - one of my favourite premier crus in the 
appellation. This year there is little to choose between the regular Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts and the Cuvée Christiane.

REF Six

REF Six

BU77361
w

Meursault Clos des Grands Charrons
Superb, concentrated but not heavy, with energy and lift. Grand Charrons is one of Meursault’s 
playfully named deuxièmes crus – better than most village wines but not quite at premier cru 
level. This excellent hillside vineyard produces more concentrated and fresher-tasting wines 
than those on the flatter lands. Drink from 2024 to 2028. 

£215

BU77371
w

Meursault Premier Cru Les Charmes Dessus
Very appealing wine from Dessus, the upper and best part of Charmes. As its name suggests, 
this is extrovert and pleasing. A round and full Meursault. Drink from 2025 to 2031.

£300

BU77381
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Champ Canet
A pure and crystalline wine that has maintained its taut and mineral character. Champs Canet 
is rather underestimated, perhaps because few of the top names other than Sauzet have vines 
here. It is situated adjacent to Meursault Perrières but over the dividing line into Puligny. Drink 
from 2025 to 2031.

£420

BU78321
w

Bourgogne Le Clos du Château
The 2019 Bourgogne Le Clos du Château comes from five hectares of vineyard, with vines 
around 50 years old, that has been organically grown for a number of years. It is a little crisper 
on the nose compared to the Bourgogne Chardonnay with an attractive leesy component. The 
palate is well balanced, revealing hints of orange pith and Golden Delicious apple on the entry, 
and delivering good weight for a Bourgogne Blanc plus a touch of stem ginger on the finish. 
Nice spicy aftertaste in situ. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£105

BU78331
w

Saint Aubin Premier Cru En Remilly
The 2019 Saint-Aubin En Remilly Premier Cru comes from a well-exposed south-facing vineyard on 
deep soils, the average vine age 35 years. It has a superb nose despite the slight reduction, offering 
crushed stone, petrichor and apple blossom and almost Loire-like in style. The palate is well balanced 
with a fine bead of acidity, very citric in style, and sour lemon toward the finish. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£165

BU78341
w

Puligny-Montrachet
The 2019 Puligny-Montrachet Village, 80% from a declassified Premier Cru in the lieu-dit of 
Chalumeaux, has a simple but focused bouquet that just feels a little static compared to some 
of its peers. The palate shows much more potential, delivering fine acidity, a lovely creamy 
texture and a vivid, ginger-tinged finish. Once the aromatics awaken (and I think they will), this 
will be very fine. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£240

BU78291
w

Meursault ‘Saint-Christophe’
Sourced from Les Petit Charrons and Les Castet, the 2019 Meursault “St. Christophe” has 
a tightly wound bouquet that lacks flair compared to some of the other Meursaults from de 
Montille. The palate is well balanced and more expressive, offering tangerine and light grapefruit 
notes and a touch of ginger toward the finish. Hopefully the aromatics will find their voice by 
the time of bottling. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£275

BU78351
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Folatières
The 2019 Puligny-Montrachet Folatières Premier Cru comes from a single plot of vines and is 
matured in 30% new oak. This sports a very subtle reduction, allowing the mineral-rich citric 
fruit to shine. Plenty of energy on the aromatics, and they translate across to the palate. Very 
well balanced with impressive nerve, this fans out wonderfully. Touches of spice linger in the 
mouth. Very classy. Drink from 2024 to 2030.

£430
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REF Six

BU78301
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Les Cailleret
The 2019 Puligny-Montrachet Les Caillerets Premier Cru is more backward and reticent 
compared to the Folatières at the moment. Matured in 30% new oak, but I agreed with 
winemaker Brian Sieve that the wood is barely noticeable. The palate is well balanced with very 
subtle tropical notes of mango and passion fruit on the entry, dovetailing into more citric notes 
toward the tensile finish. Great potential. This should be superb once in bottle. Drink from 
2024 to 2031.

£555

BU78311
w

Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru
The 2019 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru, which comes from de Montille’s south-facing 
vineyards, is relatively early-picked. It has a tightly wound nose that has difficulty following 
the Chevalier-Montrachet (even though that was reduced!) The palate is well balanced with 
a harmonious entry, slightly waxy in texture as a Corton-Charlemagne should be, although it 
feels quite linear and strict on the finish. Drink from 2025 to 2032.

£570

BU78171
r

Bourgogne Rouge
The 2019 Bourgogne Rouge from the domaine includes one-third whole cluster fruit, unlike the 
Maison cuvée, which is completely destemmed. It has crisp dark berry fruit on the nose plus 
just a touch of Earl Grey. The palate is medium-bodied with crisp acidity, brighter and punchier 
than the Maison Bourgogne Rouge, and peppery on the finish. Drink from 2025 to 2030.

£100

BU78201
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Aux Saints-Juliens
The 2019 Nuits Saint-Georges Aux St. Julien offers raspberry and cassis fruit on the punchy but 
thoroughly enjoyable nose. The palate is nicely balanced with a rounded, quite concentrated 
entry, fine grip and layers of black cherry and cassis toward the finish. Drink from 2027 to 2032.

£190

BU78181
r

Beaune Premier Cru Les Sizies
Racked just before harvest, the 2019 Beaune Les Sizies 1er Cru has a lifted red cherry and 
crushed strawberry nose with touches of undergrowth coming through. The well-balanced 
palate offers crunchy red berry fruit, the 15% new oak nicely integrated and the 30% whole 
cluster imparting black pepper notes on the finish. Very fine. Drink from 2026 to 2030.

£195

BU78191
r

Beaune Premier Cru Les Grèves
From 55-60 year old vines on a vineyard with more clay than Sizies (see above). A bigger and 
more powerful wine than Sizies. Ripe and opulent. 50% whole-bunch fermented. Drink from 
2027 to 2032.

£275

BU78211
r

Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Aux Thorey
The 2019 Nuits Saint-Georges Aux Thorey 1er Cru, which is two-thirds whole cluster, has a 
very focused bouquet of elegant red cherry, raspberry and briary aromas, plus a hint of bay leaf 
and sous-bois. The palate is medium-bodied with a fine bead of acidity thanks to the calcareous 
soils, and displays superb tension and focus toward the finish. A gorgeous, ethereal Aux Thorey. 
Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£295

BU78221
r

Volnay Premier Cru Les Champans
The 2019 Volnay Les Champans 1er Cru is a cru whereby Brian Sieve aims to create a more 
silky Champans that expresses all the soil types. This includes 50% whole cluster and 30% new 
oak. It has a well-defined bouquet of red berry fruit, sous-bois and delicate mineral aromas. 
The palate is well balanced with crunchy red berry fruit, quite saline in the mouth, with a fine 
crescendo toward the finish. Very good length here. A very lovely and elegant Les Champans. 
Drink from 2029 to 2038.

£420

BU78231
r

Pommard Premier Cru Pezérolles
The 2019 Pommard Les Pézerolles 1er Cru is much more backward on the nose compared to 
de Montille’s other Pommards, offering brambly red berry fruit, clove and bay leaf. The palate 
is beautifully balanced, the 50% whole cluster contributing a light pepperiness but allowing the 
terroir to shine. Smooth on the finish. Drink from 2028 to 2041.

£425

BU78241
r

Volnay Premier Cru Les Taillepieds
The 2019 Volnay Les Taillepieds 1er Cru was showing a little more oak on the nose compared to 
the Champans. The 100% whole cluster lends some black pepper and clove notes to the aromatics. 
The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, good density and grip and a bold but balanced, 
slightly earthy, spicy finish. Good potential but it will need time. Drink from 2029 to 2039.

£468

BU78251
r

Pommard Premier Cru Rugiens-Bas
The 2019 Pommard Les Rugiens 1er Cru has the finest bouquet of the four Pommards tasted, 
the 100% whole cluster seamlessly integrated into the more black than red fruit. The palate is 
medium-bodied with gentle grip on the entry, classic in style, with touches of Earl Grey infusing 
the finish. Cohesive and very persistent, this is an excellent and quite noble Les Rugiens. Drink 
from 2030 to 2043.

£580
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REF Three

Domaine Denis Mortet, Gevrey-Chambertin
This is a great range of wines. In a year of good village wines, his Gevrey-Chambertin Mes Cinq Terroirs is one of the best village 
wines of the vintage.
REF Three

BU76991
r

Bourgogne Cuvée de Noble Souche
A Bourgogne that shows the concentration of the vintage. Rich and fleshy yet not overly soft. 
Drink from 2026 to 2031.

£70

BU77001
r

Marsannay Les Longeroies
Ripe yet fresh, red and black-fruited Marsannay. A wine of ideal balance. Drink from 2027 to 2031.

£81

BU77011
r

Fixin
With a creamy texture and opulent palate, this shows the rich side of the vintage yet without 
excess. It is produced from two complementary vineyards: Champs de Charmes, whose stony 
soil produces elegant wines, and Champs Pennebaut, where dark soils give wines with more 
structure. Drink from 2027 to 2032.

£94

BU77021
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Mes Cinq Terroirs
Arnaud Mortet first made this in 2013, amalgamating his standard and his vieilles vignes cuvées 
into a single wine, and this has worked very well. Previously the basic village wine was just a 
little subpar, while some of the vieilles vignes cuvées rivalled the premiers crus. The Cinq Terroirs 
(five vineyards) in this wine are Au Vellé, En Motrot, Combes du Dessus, En Champs and En 
Deré, and their assemblage produces a very superior village wine. Indeed, this is one of the 
best-ever vintages of this wine. Savoury and slightly restrained, it will develop beautifully with 
cellaring. Drink from 2029 to 2038.

£290 
per six

BU77031
r

Chambolle-Musigny Premier Cru Beaux Bruns
Always quite a rich Chambolle, Beaux Bruns is well balanced and with freshness this year as the 
deepish soil has retained some much-needed water. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£325

BU77041
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Les Champeaux
A lovely east-facing vineyard from the cool Combe de Lavaux. Another beauty in this range the 
cooling effect of the valley has lent a freshness to the rich, velvety palate. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£375

BU78281
r

Corton Grand Cru Clos du Roi
The 2019 Corton Clos du Roi Grand Cru has a clean, precise bouquet of red cherry and wild 
strawberry aromas, nicely focused, with pressed iris petals emerging with time. The palate is 
very well balanced, the two-thirds whole cluster well integrated, with a persistent and very 
elegant finish. This is how to make a Clos du Roi. Drink from 2028 to 2038.

£297

BU78261
r

Vosne-Romanée Premier Cru Aux Malconsorts
The 2019 Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts 1er Cru is 100% whole cluster and includes young 
vines. It has a very intense bouquet of red and blue fruit infused with rose petal and violet, 
touches of clove and blood orange developing with time. The palate is medium-bodied with 
crunchy black fruit on the entry, quite detailed and structured, and blueberry and blackberry 
toward the finish. It needs to finish its élevage to fully cohere. Very fine persistence on the 
aftertaste. Excellent. Drink from 2030 to 2040.

£587

BU78271
r

Vosne-Romanée Premier Cru Aux Malconsorts Cuvée Christiane 
The 2019 Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Cuvée Christiane 1er Cru is whole cluster fruit and 
has a touch more intensity on the nose, while the fruit is a little darker: bilberry and blackberry, 
plus touches of violet petals. The medium-bodied palate is rounded with a refined opening, a 
smooth texture and good grip. Plenty of freshness here, and then the structure synonymous 
with Malconsorts kicks in on the finish. Superb. Drink from 2030 to 2045.

£950

Arnaud and Clémence Mortet: making consistently great wines
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Domaine Sylvain Pataille, Marsannay
A wonderful range here. Sylvain has lacked space but since last year he has managed to rent a large cellar so he can keep 
wines which need more time for 18 or so months in barrel, which will add a further gloss to an already high level of quality.
We have also bought a range of his single-vineyard aligotés, not included in this offer, which we will offer later this year, duty paid.

Domaine Henri Prudhon, Saint-Aubin 
This small family domaine quietly produces lovely wines and offers them at reasonable prices. The whites are bottled with Diam corks.

REF Six

REF Six

BU78521
r

Bourgogne Rouge
Spicy on the nose and rich, creamy and round on the palate, yet supported with some grip. 
Drink from 2023 to 2028.

£70

BU78531
r

Marsannay
With aromas and flavours of black fruit, cherries and damsons, this has the concentration of the 
vintage yet wears it lightly. Drink from 2024 to 2030.

£95

BU78541
r

Marsannay Longeroies
One of the best-balanced vineyards in Marsannay, this has black-fruit aromas and a lovely 
velvety palate. Drink from 2025 to 2032.

£140

BU78551
r

Marsannay Clos du Roy
Clos du Roy is a top vineyard producing one of the firmer and more structured wines of the 
commune. It works well in 2019, with the structure supporting the rich fruit. Drink from 2026 to 2032.

£140

BU78561
r

Marsannay Clos du Chapitre
This superb cru has been neglected because it is in Chenôve. This year it has been uprated 
from a Bourgogne to a village Marsannay. Pretty and measured red fruit with a bright fresh 
palate. Drink from 2025 to 2032.

£140

BU78571
r

Marsannay L’Ancestrale
This is Sylvain’s cuvée of the domaine’s oldest vines, from a number of different vineyards, which 
are approximately 80 years old. Old vines produce beautifully balanced grapes with a natural 
unforced concentration and cope with warm and dry conditions better than younger, shallower 
rooted vines. Showing a mix of red and black fruit in 2019, its palate is rich and creamy with a 
fresh finish. Drink from 2027 to 2037.

£280

BU78621
w

Saint-Aubin Premier Cru Sentier du Clou
This offers aromas and flavours of white peach and apple, and a round ripe palate which finishes 
freshly. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£105

BU78591
w

Saint-Aubin Premier Cru Les Meurgers des Dents des Chien
Fresh and fine with a bright, mineral character. A meurger is the wall around a vineyard made 
from rocks cleared from it, while Dents de Chien, or ‘dog’s teeth’, suggests they are sharp and 
angular. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£105

BU78601
w

Saint-Aubin Premier Cru Les Perrières
Made from 40-year-old vines, this has a lovely balance of fresh aromas and a concentrated 
creamy palate. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£105

BU78611
w

Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères
Ripe and creamy wine with a concentrated palate and good length for a village wine. Enseignères 
is a well-sited vineyard adjoining grand cru Bâtard-Montrachet. Drink from 2023 to 2028.

£190

BU78581
r

Saint-Aubin Premier Cru ‘Rouge Gorge’
I thought this was Prudhon’s best red in 2019. Supple, light and fruity, ‘Rouge Gorge’, meaning 
robin, is a cuvée produced from two premiers crus: Les Combes and the younger wines of 
Sentier du Clou. Drink from 2024 to 2028.

£90

BU77051
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Lavaux Saint-Jacques
Superb wine. This vineyard is beautifully situated in the Combe de Lavaux, a cool spot as cold 
air drains down into the combe (or valley) at night, but with a warm south-east exposition which 
intercepts more morning sun. A little finer and fresher than the same grower’s Champeaux, but 
in the same mould. Drink from 2032 to 2040.

£437

BU77061
r

Clos Vougeot Grand Cru
Historically quite a firm wine but global warming is changing its character. A sumptuous wine in 
2019 with excellent ripeness and a sweet character to the tannins. Will develop beautifully in 
the cellar. Drink from 2032 to 2041.

£700
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Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet
Son-in-law Benoît Riffault has brought a certain precision to the domaine. He reports that the harvest took place between 9th 
and 17th September. Only half a crop from the hillside vineyards, and there was little juice in the grapes. Oak is used sparingly 
with 10-15% for the village and 30-35% for the premiers crus. There is no Folatières this year. It has been ripped out and is 
awaiting replanting.
REF Six

BU76661
w

Puligny-Montrachet
Coming from 12 different plots, and thus making for a well-balanced wine, this is fresh and fine 
and has kept its minerality intact. Drink from 2023 to 2026.

£250

BU76671
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru La Garenne
From right at the top of the hill where there is little soil and more rock, this has perhaps a little 
extra maturity than the rest, yet the finish is fresh and mineral. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£345

w
Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Champ-Gain
From a vineyard with highish amounts of clay, situated near La Truffière, and surrounded by a 
forest. Ripe on the palate with notes of white and red peach, yet the finish is fresh. Drink from 
2024 to 2027.

BU76691
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Les Referts
This vineyard is sited near the bottom of the slope and has more clay in the soil. This means 
that it produces quite a broad wine, and the 2019 has floral aromas with a hint of white peach, 
then a fresh and bright palate. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£435

BU76701
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Champ-Canet
Powerful, firm and muscular wine from a 1.2ha holding across four plots, with vines ranging 
from 28 to 93 years of age (the average is about 65 years). This well-sited vineyard, adjacent 
to Meursault Perrières, produces lots of millerands (small golden berries). A rich wine with the 
concentration of the vintage. This has power and tension combined. Excellent. Drink from 2024 
to 2028.

£237 
per three

BU76711
w

Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Les Combettes
The star of the cellar. Lovely aromas of beeswax. The palate is tense, taut and mineral with 
impressive grip. There is a lot in reserve. Combettes is beautifully situated mid slope and has 
well-drained soil and is quite high in clay which performs well in hot years like this. Drink from 
2024 to 2028.

£312 
per three

Domaine Tawse, Gevrey-Chambertin 
Canadian Moray Tawse bought Domaine Maume in 2013. The wines which follow are mostly made from vineyards previously 
owned by Maume. Englishman Mark Fincham has day-to-day responsibility for vineyards and winemaking. The domaine has been 
converted to organic farming and 2019 sees its first certified organic wines. Horses plough the grands crus and the trellising has 
been renewed and raised to increase leaf surface area.
These are excellent wines. The harvest took place between 12th and 22nd September. Alcohols are 13.5-14% and noted for 
each wine below where known. The pHs are quite low (indicating the acidity is high in strength) for a wine of this maturity. The 
slightly higher alcohols fade into the background in the face of such concentrated wines.

REF Six

BU77101
r

Gevrey-Chambertin
A sumptuous wine. Rich, round, creamy and ripe yet balanced and gentle. A cuvée of eight 
parcels (including Roncevie, La Justice, Clos Prieur Bas and Combes). Excellent. Drink from 2026 
to 2030. 13.5%

£170

BU77111
r

Gevrey-Chambertin en Etelois
Rich and succulent yet with a certain tension and freshness woven through it. An ideal balance. 
Made from a well-situated vineyard under grand cru Griotte Chambertin. Drink from 2027 to 
2031. 14%

£180

BU77161
r

Volnay Premier Cru Frémiets
This is a new wine for us: a fresh, elegant, fine-boned Volnay which has preserved its elegance 
in this warm year. Drink from 2026 to 2032. 14%

£205

BU77121
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Champeaux
This is from a cool spot in the Combe de Lavaux at 400m altitude, planted in 1983 on soils 
high in limestone. The palate is soft and creamy to start but then a certain freshness kicks in, 
offsetting the richness. Drink from 2029 to 2037. 13.5%.

£320

BU77131
r

Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Lavaux Saint-Jacques
Rich and plummy palate but from a cooler site than the same grower’s Champeaux, giving a 
little extra freshness and verve. Drink from 2030 to 2038. 13.5%

£370

This wine is only 
available as part 
of mixed case 

OC5346
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Domaine Tollot-Beaut, Chorey-lès-Beaune
Tollot-Beaut make ripe and fruity wines with oak that is noticeable yet not excessive. They are easy to like and approachable in 
style. 2019 is another good year for them. Recent investment on a superb Pellenc destemmer and optical sorter (trialled in 2014 
and bought in 2015) has increased the quality of fruit and tannin.
REF Six

BU77211
r

Chorey-lès-Beaune
Fresh and fruity Chorey with attractive red fruit pinot character. Made from 6ha spread over 14 
different parcels. Drink from 2025 to 2028.

£105

BU77221
r

Savigny-lès-Beaune Premier Cru Lavières
From a vineyard planted in 1943, this has a black-cherry perfume and a plump and ripe palate. 
35-40% new oak. Drink from 2025 to 2030.

£165

BU77231
r

Aloxe-Corton
The star of the cellar again! Another great success from heavier clay soils that can be rustic in a 
cool year but are fabulous in a warm year. With a concentrated black-fruited palate of cherries 
and damsons and impressive depth of flavour for a village wine. 30-40% new oak. Drink from 
2027 to 2032.

£165

Jean-Marc Vincent, Santenay
This is one of Jean-Marc and Anne-Marie’s best ever vintages. Frost and poor weather at flowering and a dry year led to low 
yields (25-30hl/ha for whites and 25hl/ha for reds). They keep levels of foliage high and this protects the grapes from sun burn 
and shrivelling, and results in a normal register of aromas. Whites were harvested from 9th-15th September and reds from 16th-
19th September. The whites now get 18 months in 350-500 litre barrels and the flavours are fresh and mineral. The reds were 
vinified with 50-70% whole bunches and are now matured for 18 months in 350l barrels. They waited for the maturity of the 
tannins and some of the reds are 14-14.5%. These are powerful red wines but balanced. I think the extra six months maturation 
will refine the wines. Bottled with Diam corks.
REF Six

BU78081
w

Saint-Aubin Premier Cru
Round and ripe on the palate but supported with good grip and structure. Made from bought-
in grapes. Drink from 2023 to 2027.

£165

BU78091
w

Auxey-Duresses Les Hautés
Superb, firm and mineral wine made from a lovely mature, north-east facing vineyard (70% 
of the vines were planted in 1936, and 30% 30 years old) bordering Meursault. It magically 
combines concentration with freshness. Drink from 2023 to 2028.

£180

BU78101
w

Santenay Premier Cru Beaurepaire Blanc
There is some ripe fruit on the mid palate, but it’s held in check by the sheer concentration 
and grip. Tense and fresh wine from vines planted on a patch of marnes soil, which produces 
structured chardonnay. Drink from 2023 to 2028.

£180

BU78111
w

Puligny-Montrachet Corvée des Vignes
Pretty aromas of apple and white peach followed by a firm, concentrated palate. Drink from 
2023 to 2028.

£235

BU78021
r

Santenay Rouge Premier Cru Le Passetemps
Closed, powerful and muscular wine. Rich fruit yet closed and firm on the palate too. A wine of 
great potential. Drink from 2028 to 2035.

£180

BU78031
r

Santenay Rouge Premier Cru Les Gravières
With floral hints and black cherries, this is a dense wine with a remarkable level of 
concentration and depth of flavour. Planted in 1949, 1950 and 1951, these vines produce grapes 
with a wonderful natural balance. Drink from 2028 to 2035.

£185

BU77141
r

Mazoyères-Chambertin Grand Cru
A plump, concentrated and hedonistic wine with a powerful palate and sweet tannins. Made 
from 60 to 80-year-old vines that produce small, concentrated berries. Drink from 2030 to 
2038. 14%.

£725

BU77151
r

Mazis-Chambertin Grand Cru
Sumptuous, majestic wine with opulent fruit yet good underlying structure and grip. Made from 
three parcels of vines aged 35, 60 and 80 years of age, from shallow soil and good plant material 
known as pinot tordu (pinot with small yields but difficult to train as its growth habit is irregular 
and ‘twisted’). Drink from 2031 to 2040. 14%.

£800
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Drink window 2024* A 12-bottle case containing three bottles of each of the following four white wines:

2019 INTRODUCTION TO WHITE BURGUNDY CASE

• Samuel Billaud, Chablis Les Grands Terroirs
• Domaine Saint Denis, Mâcon-Chardonnay 
 Terroirs Pluriels

• Fabien Coche, Bourgogne Chardonnay
• Maison Roche de Bellene, Montagny

ref OC5306

£130

Drink window 2025 to 2028* A 12-bottle case containing three bottles each of the following four red wines:

2019 INTRODUCTION TO RED BURGUNDY CASE

• Sylvain Pataille, Bourgogne Rouge
• Château de Marsannay, Bourgogne

• Domaine de Bellene, Bourgogne Maison Dieu
• Domaine Tollot Beaut, Chorey-Lès-Beaune

ref OC5316

£165

Drink window 2025 A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following six white wines:

2019 WHITE BURGUNDY CASE

• Domaine Henri Prudhon, St Aubin Premier 
 Cru Perrières
• Fabien Coche, Meursault
• Maison Roche de Bellene, Montagny

• Domaine Fèvre, Chablis
• Domaine de la Soufrandise, Pouilly Fuissé 
 Vieilles Vignes
• Domaine Bonhomme, Viré Clessé Cuvée Spéciale

ref OC5336

£91

Drink window 2027 to 2030* A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following six red wines:

2019 RED BURGUNDY CASE

• Domaine de Bellene, Côtes de Nuits Villages 
 Vieilles Vignes
• Domaine Tawse, Gevrey-Chambertin
• Sylvain Pataille, Marsannay Rouge

• Chanson, Pernand Vergelesses Premier Cru 
 Les Vergelesses
• Domaine Jean Chauvenet, Nuits-Saint-Georges
• Domaine de Bellene, Nuits-Saint-Georges 
 Vieilles Vignes

ref OC5326

£128

*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period when all the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to the individual wine for 
its recommended drink date.

MIXED CASES

Drink window 2024 to 2026* A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following six white wines:

2019 ETIENNE SAUZET, PULIGNY-MONTRACHET PREMIER CRU COMBETTES

• Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet 
• Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Les Combettes
• Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru 
 La Garenne

• Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru 
 Les Referts
• Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru 
 Champ Canet
• Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru 
 Champ Gain

ref OC5346

£423
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This offer will close at midnight on Thursday 11th March, 2021.

HOW THIS OFFER WORKS
Orders by telephone, website and post will be accepted. If you would like to order via the website,  
visit thewinesociety.com/enprimeur. You will be required to log in with your password to place an order.
Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by midnight, Thursday 11th March, 2021 and will be processed thereafter. Members whose 
orders have been received by this date will receive confirmation of their purchase by 19th March, 2021 at the latest.

IF DEMAND EXCEEDS SUPPLY
The Society has a long relationship with many of the growers in this offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is possible however that 
demand may exceed supply for individual wines, in which case we will share out (as far as is practical) the available stock equally amongst 
ordering members. If this still does not allow every member to have some wine, then as a final resort we divide members into groups 
depending on their level of support for The Society (quantity of wine bought, spend, orders placed, etc). Members who have given greater 
support to The Society will have a better chance (but no certainty) of being allocated wine, and those who have given less support will 
have a lesser chance (but still a chance). The Society will offer a similar wine as a substitute if the original choice cannot be provided. 

MEMBERS’ RESERVES
The Society’s Members’ Reserves is a purpose-built, temperature-controlled facility offering members access to optimum storage 
conditions. The annual rental charge is £9.24 and includes VAT and insurance at replacement value. Any wine bought from The Society, by 
the unmixed or pre-mixed dozen, may be added or removed at any time. Members can also remove a few bottles of a full case stored in 
Reserves. Please visit thewinesociety.com/reserves for more detail. 

WHAT THE PRICE INCLUDES
• Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not include excise duty or VAT.
• Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently £26.78 duty per 12 75cl-bottle case, £13.39 per six-bottle case and 20% VAT 
payable on wine and duty) will be requested once the wines are removed for delivery or collection from Stevenage. The wines will arrive at 
Stevenage in spring 2022.
• Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them delivered within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves. 

NOTES 
• Members, especially those living overseas, should note that only unmixed cases may be exported or transferred to an outside bond. 
• Wines are offered in cases of 12, six, three or one bottle as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions on our website before placing your order.
For information regarding this offer after the close date please contact us on 01438 741177 
or email memberservices@thewinesociety.com

KEY            wWhite Wine       r Red Wine


